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ABSTRACT
Fake News detection has attracted much attention in recent years.

Social context based detectionmethods attempt tomodel the spread-

ing patterns of fake news by utilizing the collective wisdom from

users on social media. This task is challenging for three reasons: (1)

There are multiple types of entities and relations in social context,

requiring methods to effectively model the heterogeneity. (2) The

emergence of news in novel topics in social media causes distri-

bution shifts, which can significantly degrade the performance of

fake news detectors. (3) Existing fake news datasets usually lack

of great scale, topic diversity and user social relations, impeding

the development of this field. To solve these problems, we formu-

late social context based fake news detection as a heterogeneous

graph classification problem, and propose a fake news detection

model named Post-User Interaction Network (PSIN), which adopts

a divide-and-conquer strategy to model the post-post, user-user and

post-user interactions in social context effectively while maintain-

ing their intrinsic characteristics. Moreover,we adopt an adversarial

topic discriminator for topic-agnostic feature learning, in order to

improve the generalizability of our method for new-emerging top-

ics. Furthermore, we curate a new dataset for fake news detection,

which contains over 27,155 news from 5 topics, 5 million posts, 2

million users and their induced social graph with 0.2 billion edges.

It has been published on https://github.com/qwerfdsaplking/MC-

Fake. Extensive experiments illustrate that our method outperforms

SOTA baselines in both in-topic and out-of-topic settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The popularity of social media in recent years promotes the wide

spread of fake news. Detecting fake news on social media is chal-

lenging as fake news pieces are intentionally written to mislead

consumers, which makes it unsatisfactory to spot fake news from

news content itself. For this sake, social context based fake news de-

tection has attracted increasing attention in recent years. Generally,

fake news detection based on social context meets two main chal-

lenges in modeling. The first one is that the information in social

context of news is complicated and heterogeneous. As illustrated

in Figure 1, there are multiple types of entities: e.g., posts, re-posts,

replies and users, and multiple types of connections: e.g., responsive

relations (post-post), publishing relations (user-post) and following

relations (user-user). The heterogeneous characteristics and con-

nections of these entities provides evidences of news verification

from different views, but poses a challenge for effective utilization.

The second one is the issue of distribution shifts [18] – where the

training distribution differs from the test distribution – is preva-

lent in social media. For example, the fake news detector/classifier

were trained on labeled data with ordinary topics covering sports,

politics, entertainment et al. However, all of a sudden, some “black

swan” incident such as the COVID-19 happens, which constitutes

the novel test topic. The existence of distribution shift could signif-

icantly degrade the accuracy of the deployed fake news detector.
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Figure 1: An example of a fake news propagation on Twit-
ter, where the blue lines denote responsive relations and
the orange lines denote following relations. The malicious
account is the initial spreader of the fake news. The nor-
mal respondents are likely to query, oppose or comment
on the news, but the malicious accounts/bots will target the
people with many followers and reply them with links of
low-credibility content to get a lot of visibility. Besides, they
tend to follow the spreaders but few users follow them. In
summary, the stance in posts, the diffusion structure, the ac-
count credibility and their social networks make the fake
news propagation distinctive.

The difficulties in social context based fake news detection raise

a requirement for both properly curated datasets and methods. An

appropriate dataset shall contains rich social context information

and reflect realistic distribution shifts in terms of that the out-of-

topic test news be sufficiently different from the training news.

None of existing fake news datasets [7, 8, 21, 24, 32, 34, 36, 44] sat-

isfy the above two desiderata simultaneously
1
. This motivates us

to curate a new dataset from Twitter which contains realistic news

in various topics, and contains rich social context: e.g, posts, users,

social networks. We firstly study the gap of in-topic performance

and out-of-topic performance on this new dataset by benchmarking

several existing baseline methods, and observe a significant drop.

This verifies the realism of the new dataset in terms of distribution

shifts. Moreover, we develop a new approach, named Post-User

Interaction Network (PSIN), which models social context based

fake news detection as a heterogeneous graph classification prob-

lem, and adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy to model the social

context effectively. Additionally, an adversarial topic discriminator

is applied to force the model to learn topic-agnostic features, which

significantly improves model performance in out-of-topic settings

(train and test with data in different topics). Our model is verified

to enjoy superior performance than existing benchmarks.

1
Among them only FakeHealth publishes the user network, and only Fake-NewsNet
touches two topics: politics and entertainment.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- We construct and publicize a new fake news dataset with social

context named MC-Fake
2
, which contains 27,155 news events in

5 topics, and their social context composed of 5 million posts, 2

million users and induced social graph with 0.2 billion edges.

- We propose a novel Post-User Interaction Network (PSIN), which

applies divide-and-conquer strategy to model the heterogeneous

relations. Specifically, we integrate the post-post, user-user and

post-user subgraphs with three variants of Graph Attention Net-

works based on their intrinsic characteristics. Additionally, we

employ an additionally adversarial topic discriminator to learn

topic-agnostic features for veracity classification.

- We evaluate our proposed model on the curated dataset in two set-

tings: in-topic split and out-of-topic split. The superior results of

our model in both settings reveal the effectiveness of the proposed

method.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Fake News Datasets
Fake news detection has attracted increasingly more attention and

many fake news detection datasets are developed and publicly

released. Many of them only contain news contents. For exam-

ple, BuzzFeedNews 3
specializes in political news published on

Facebook during the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election. LIAR [44]

collects 12.8K short statements with manual labels from the po-

litical fact-checking website. FA-KES [32] consists of 804 articles
around Syrian war. In addition to news contents, several datasets

containing social context such as user comments and reposts on the

social media platforms. CREDBANK contains about 1000 news

events and 60 million tweets, labeled by Amazon mechanical Turk.

Twitter15 [24] contains 778 reported events between March 2015

to December 2015, with 1 million posts from 500k users. Fake-
NewsNet [36] is a data repository with news content and related

posts, containing political news and entertainment news which

are checked by politifact and gossiocop. FakeHealth [8] is col-

lected from healthcare information review website Health News

Review, it contains over 2000 news articles, 500k posts and 27k

user profiles, along with user networks. Due to the quickly spread

of COVID-19 virus, many related fake news datasets are also con-

structed [7, 21, 34]. COAID [7] collects 1,896 news, 183,654 related

user engagements, 516 social platform posts about COVID-19, and

ground truth labels. FakeCovid [34] is a multilingual cross-domain

dataset of 5,182 fact-checked news article for COVID-19 from 92

different fact-checking websites.MM-COVID is a multilingual and

multidimensional COVID-19 fake news data repository, containing

3,981 pieces of fake news content and 7,192 trustworthy informa-

tion from 6 different languages. These datasets pushed forward the

development of fake news detection in recent years. Among all

these datasets, FakeHealth is the only one publishing the social

network of involved users, but it only contains news on health. In

summary, it is necessary to construct a new fake news detection

datasets which contains multiple news topics and the involved user

social network.

2
https://github.com/qwerfdsaplking/MC-Fake

3
https://github.com/BuzzFeedNews/2016-10-facebook-fact-check
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Figure 2: An illustration of a news event, which can be
considered as a heterogeneous graph.The user-user follow-
ing relations shall be directional since one can not infer B-
follow-A from A-follow-B.

2.2 Social Context-based Fake News Detection
We briefly introduce existing work on fake news detection on so-

cial media. Fake news detection methods generally focus on using

news contents and social contexts. News content based models

generally include 1) style-based: capturing specific writing styles

such as deception [10, 31] and non-objectivity [29]; 2) Knowledge-

based: using external sources to fact-check claims in news content

[27, 49]. Some work also make use of multi-modal features such as

pictures or videos [46]. Apart from news contents, social context

related to news pieces contains rich information to help detect

fake news. Social context based approaches generally include post-

based and user-based approaches. Post-based methods attempt to

exploit the stance information and propagation patterns in the

post propagation trees. Previous models can be categorized into

three groups: Sequential Modeling [20, 24, 30, 52], Explicit respond-

ing path modeling [4, 19, 26, 47] and Implicit attention modeling

[17, 43]. Sequential Modeling methods treat the posts as a sequence

in chronological order, ignoring the propagation structure. Explicit

responding path modeling methods use topology-aware models

like graph neural networks to model the explicit responding paths,

ignoring the implicit relations between posts. Implicit attention

modeling methods use self-attention mechanisms [41] to capture

the relations between all posts, but has the potential risk of intro-

ducing extra noise, and the computational complexity is quadratic

to the post count. The limitations of these methods stimulate us to

explore more principled method for propagation tree modeling. In

terms of user-based approaches, Yang et al [50] proposes an unsu-

pervised fake news detection algorithm by utilizing users’ opinions

on social media and estimating their credibilities. TriFN [39] is a tri-

relationship embedding framework, which models publisher-news

relations and user-news interactions simulataneously for fake news

classification. FANG [28] is a graphical model which model the

relations among user, source and news simultaneously. However,

as far as we know, none of previous work jointly consider all of

post propagation tree, user social graph and post-user interaction

graph at the same time.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
We define a fake news dataset with social contexts as

D = {T,GU ,GU P },

where T = {T1,T2, ...T |T |} is the set of news events, and Ti =

{pi
1
,pi

2
, ...piMi

,GP
i } is the related post set of i-th news event, with

Mi denoting the number of posts, pij denoting the j-th post. GP
i

is the propagation structure of posts, which can be a set of tree

structures. Specifically, GP
i is defined as a graph {V P

i ,E
P
i }, where

V P
i = {pi

1
,pi

2
, ...piMi

}, and EPi = {ePi(st ) |s, t = 1., , , .Mi } repre-

sents the set of edges from responded posts to responsive posts.

GU = {VU ,EU } is the user network, where VU = {u1,u2, ...uN }

is the set of all users involved in the entire dataset, and EU =
{eUst |s, t = 1, 2, , ,N } represents the set of following edges from

users to their followings. GU P = {VU ∪V P ,EU P } is the the bipar-

tite graph between all involved usersVU
and all involved postsV P

in T, with EU P = {eU P
st |s = 1, ...N , t = 1, ...,M} denotes the set of

is-author edges from users to their published posts. Based on the

global graph GU
and GU P

, we can generate two induced graphs

GU
i and GU P

i for each news event Ti , according to its involved

posts. Therefore, we reformulate Ti as a heterogeneous graph with

Ti = {pi
1
,pi

2
, ...piMi

,GP
i ,u

i
1
,ui

2
, ...uiNi

,GU
i ,G

U P
i }, where Ni denotes

the number of involved users. As illustrated in Figure 2, each news

event Ti can be considered as a heterogeneous graph, with two

types of nodes: post and user, and three types of edges: post-post,

user-user and user-post. Each event Ti is associated with a ground-

truth veracity label yVi ∈ {F ,R} (i.e. Fake, news or Real news).

In our dataset, we also associate Ti with a topic label yCi ∈ {Poli-

tics, Entertainment, Health, Covid-19, Sryia War}. We formulate

the social context based fake news detection task as a supervised

classification problem:

Problem 1. Given the training set Ttrain = {Ttrain,YVtrain,Y
C
train},

and the testing set Ttest = {Ttest}, how to learn a classifier f : Ti →
yvi from Ttrain and then predict the veracity label Ytest for Ttest.

Note that the connection between news events via shared users

might also contain useful evidences, but considering them would

make the definition and modeling much more complicated, so we

will take this part as future work. Naturally, we do not assume the

topic labels of test data are available as novel topics are continuously

emerging in real world. This constitutes the distribution shift issue.

4 DATASET CONSTRUCTION AND
STATISTICS

To obtain reliable ground truth labels on veracity of news, the

most common solution is to utilize fact-checking websites such

as PolitiFact, Snope and so on. There are already many previous

work along this line of research. Therefore, we do not repeat this

actions, instead, we collect labelled fake news from existing datasets

and collect real news from reliable sources. We conduct a uniform

filter criterion to select reliable instance. Then we retrieve related

tweets, retweets and replies, with the corresponding users on the

Twitter platform. The “following” relationship between users are

also retrieved to obtain the induced user network. We elaborate

the detailed construction process in Appendix A due to the space

limits.

After the data retrieval and construction, we obtain a fake news

dataset with 27,155 news events from five topics: Politics, Enter-

tainment, Health, Covid-19 and Syria War, 5 million posts, 2 million

users and an induced user social graph with 0.2 billion edges. Table

1 illustrates the statistics of collected datasets. Here we compare the

distributions of tweets count, retweets count, reply count and user

count to illustrate the difference between fake and real news. For
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Politics and Covid-19 topics, the posts and users of fake news are

significantly larger than real news. However, we find the opposite

phenomenon for topics Entertainment, Health and SryiaWar. These

observations reveal the challenge of fake news detection, especially

for out-of-topic news detection. We conduct more detailed senti-

ment analysis, bot score analysis and network analysis in Appendix

B, illustrating the discrepancy between fake news and real news.

5 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce our proposed Post-User Interaction

Network (PSIN). Although the posts and users constitute a hetero-

geneous graph, their intrinsic characteristics limit the effectiveness

of off-the-shelf heterogeneous graph models such as HGAN [45],

HetGNN [51], HGT [13], etc. For example, the tree structures of

post-post subgraph is quite different from the directed user-user

subgraph. To solve these issues, we design an organized learn-

ing mechanism based on divide-and-conquer strategy to integrate

different aspects while maintaining their intrinsic characteristics.

Generally, we decompose the original graph into three parts: post

propagation tree, user social graph and post-user interaction graph

and process them individually, then, we perform the integration

process at the end. As illustrated in Figure 3, our model generally

includes five parts: Hybrid Node Feature Encoder (HNFD) for node

representation, Tree Graph Attention Network (Tree-GAT) for post

tree modeling, Relational Graph Attention Network (R-GAT) for

user graph modeling, a post-user fusion layer for information inter-

action based on user behaviours, and a veracity classifier with an

additional adversarial topic discriminator for topic-agnostic model

learning.

5.1 Hybrid Node Feature Encoder
In order to learn the high-level features in the complex propaga-

tion structure and social graph, it is crucial to extract the nodes’

features effectively at first. The purpose of the HNFD module is

to generate the unified vector by exploiting textual and meta fea-

tures simultaneously and highlighting the salient features that are

likely to reveal the veracity. For news event Ti , we have nodes set
{pi

1
,pi

2
, ...piMi

,ui
1
,ui

2
, ...uiNi

}, and we discard the superscript i for

simplicity in the following sections. Since each node has two part

features: textual features and meta features, we have pj = {tpj ,m
p
j }

and uk = {tuk ,m
u
k }. The post meta features mp

consist of features

such as like count, retweet count, reply count, sentiment score, etc,

and the user meta featuresmu
includes verified flag, follower count,

following count, etc. The full list of meta features are list in Table 6

in Appendix.

5.1.1 Text Content Encoding. Textual content is a strong indicator

for discovering potential deception. Compared with real news, posts

spreading fake news or rumour tend to exhibit certain patterns:

the malicious spreader would apply misleading or exaggerated ex-

pressions to attract attention or stimulate the public mood while

the normal users tend to express negative stance such as query or

oppose [6]. In terms of user-related texts, i.e., user description, some

bot-like flag or political stance could also implies the credibility of

the users. There are many methods to represent text in fake news

detection, such as TF-IDF [3], CNN [16], LSTM [12], Transformer

[41] and BERT [48]. In our work, we apply word embeddings with

CNN as our textual feature extractor, which shows the best perfor-

mance and efficiency in our experiments. Let cj be the extracted
text embedding for the j-th node.

5.1.2 Meta feature based Gate Mechanism. The text embeddings

compress important semantic information which is crucial for ve-

racity detection. However, the importance of each node is different.

Intuitively, the meta features like retweet count or follower count

implies the popularity and social attention, which can be used to

infer the importance of the given node. Therefore, we design a gate

mechanism based on meta features to filter the text features as

illustrated in Figure 4. Specifically, given meta features mj of j-th
node, we calculate its contribution score to measure how important

the text features of j-th node will be:

дj = σ (Wmmj + bm ),

where σ is an activation function which maps the input into [0, 1],

Wm
and bm are trainable parameters. Finally, the representation

of j-th node is denoted as follows:

nj = дjcj ⊕ mj ,

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. Therefore, given input se-

quence {p1,p2, ...pM ,u1,u2, ...uN } for the i-th news event, we ob-

tain the post feature matrix P = {hP
1
, hP

2
, ..., hPM } and the user

feature matrix U = {hU
1
, hU

2
, ...hUN }.

5.2 Post Tree Modeling
The natural characteristics of post trees make it unsuitable to di-

rectly apply graph models. When directly using graph neural net-

works to represent the post trees, each post node in the tree struc-

ture can only aggregate information from their direct neighbors

in each layer, and k-hop information aggregation requires k layers

of network. However, as illustrated in Figure 5, given the target

post node, intuitively, all its children nodes might discuss about

it, not limited to its directed respondents. For example, when a

controversial post is published, discussion on it would construct a

deep sub-tree, and replies after even ten rounds could also contain

relevant information about it. On the other hand, the post is likely

to be relevant to the nodes in its replying conversation, i.e., the path

from the root node to the target node. This situation is more obvious

when two users have multiple interaction through response. The

unique characteristics of post tree poses a challenge for applying

GNNs. For these sake, we propose Tree-GAT to effectively model

the propagation structure. Tree-GAT includes two modules: Edge

Augmentation and Depth-aware Graph Attention.

- Edge Augmentation: In order to bridge connections between

all relevant posts in the propagation trees, we firstly augment the

propagation trees through connecting a node to all its children

nodes and conversation nodes. Let AP be the adjacent matrix

of the propagation trees GP
of i-th news event, with APi j = 1

denoting that the i-th post is the respondent of j-th post. We

calculate the augmented adjacent matrix ÂP as follows:

AP
BU
=

dmax∑
d=1

(AP )d ,AP
TD
= APBU

⊤
,

ÂP = APBU +A
P
TD ,

(1)
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Table 1: The statistics of the dataset
Topics Politics Entertainment Health Covid Syria War

Labels Fake Real Fake Real Fake Real Fake Real Fake Real

News Count 225 1026 2587 8846 590 5120 843 5393 194 2230

Tweet Count (Sum) 51343 140940 128109 504936 75465 695225 33201 285511 9532 227663

Tweet Count (Avg) 228.19 137.37 49.52 57.08 127.91 135.79 39.38 52.94 49.13 102.09

Retweet Count (Sum) 71143 221364 190851 788937 27142 547610 178777 455269 5433 245316

Retweet Count (Avg) 316.19 215.75 73.77 89.19 46 106.96 212.07 84.42 28.01 110.01

Reply Count (Sum) 39342 162108 99362 490452 5682 188730 157835 297559 465 123279

Reply Count (Avg) 174.85 158 38.41 55.44 9.63 36.86 187.23 55.18 2.40 55.28

User Count (Sum) 135338 400815 362195 1504381 91924 1262745 315739 888650 13517 517419

User Count (Avg) 601.50 390.66 140.01 170.06 155.80 246.63 374.54 164.78 69.68 232.03

Figure 3: The architecture of PSIN. We decompose the original propagation tree with user information as three subgraphs:
post propagation tree, user social graph, and user-post interaction graph. We first use the HNFDmodule to represent post and
user nodes. Afterwards, We use Tree-GAT, R-GAT to represent the augmented post tree and directed user graph individually,
and then integrate them via a GAT-based fusion network on the augmented user-post interaction graph. The concatenated
and pooled representation is fed into a veracity classifier and an adversarial topic classifier.

Figure 4: The structure of the hybrid node feature encoder

Figure 5: The structure of a post tree. The blue solid lines de-
note the responsive relations, and the red dash lines denote
the augmented edges.

where dmax is the maximum depth of propagation trees in the

news event.

- Depth-aware GraphAttention:Given the augmented adjacent

matrix ÂP and post node feature matrix H0 = {h0
1
, h0

2
, ..., h0M },

we adopt a modified Graph Attention Network (a.k.a GATv2) [5]

as our backbone to represent the graph, which fixes the static

attention problem of the standard Graph Attention Network [42]

and show more robust performance. It adopts the attention mech-

anism that assigns different importance scores to the neighbors.

The attention score between i-th node and j-th node can be for-

mulated as:

ei j = a⊤LeakyReLU(W · [hi | |hj ]),

αi j = Softmax(ei j ) =
exp(ei j )∑

k ∈N(i) exp(eik )
, (2)

where a ∈ Rd is a parameter vector,W = [Ws | |Wd ]withWs and

Wd are parameter matrices to project source nodes and target

nodes, ei j and αi j are unnormalized and normalized attention

between the adjacent nodes i and j . After calculating the attention
scores for all neighbor nodes, the central node’s representation is

updated by the aggregating features weighted by the attention

scores:

h′i = σ (
∑

j ∈N(i)

αi jWdhj ),

where σ denotes any non-linear functions. GAT treats all edges

equally, however, in a propagation tree, there is semantic drift

in distant nodes. Therefore, we propose depth-aware graph at-

tention, which integrates the relative depth information into the

attention by modifying the calculation of attention score as:

ei j = a⊤LeakyReLU(W · [hi | |hj ] + v[d(i, j)]),

where d(i, j) = di −dj +dmax with di being the depth of i-th node

and dmax is the maximum depth of all trees. v[d(i, j)] ∈ Rd are

also trainable position vectors, enabling the network being aware
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Figure 6: An illustration of post-user relations in our inter-
action graph. The left part shows that the relevant users of
a post are its spreaders, and the right part shows that the
relevant posts of a user are the posts he/she spreads.

of relative positions between nodes (relative temporal order and

relative depth). Additionally, we also add residual connections to

the update equation:

h′i = σ (
∑

j ∈N(i)

αi jWdhj ) + hi . (3)

Let H0 = P, we have P̂ = HK = {ĥP
1
, ĥP

2
, . . . , ĥPM } after K layers of

Tree-GAT representation.

5.3 User Social Graph Modeling
In this section, we introduce our method for modeling the so-

cial graph of involved users. Given the user representations U =
{hU

1
, hU

2
, ..., hUN } and the induced local user graphGU

. We attempts

to obtain the graph-aware user representations. We generate the

adjacent matrix AU based onGU
, where AUi j = 1 denotes there is a

follow relation from the i-th user and j-th user. Since the followers

and followings reveal different aspects to represent a target node,

we divide the neighbours of a user as three groups: only follow

relation, only followed, friend (follow and followed), and thus the

corresponding adjacent matrices are:

Afriend = AU · AU
⊤
,Afollow = AU − Afriend,

Afollowed = AU
⊤
− Afriend.

In order to distinguish different edges in the message passing pro-

cess, we propose Relational Graph Attention Network (R-GAT),

which calculates the attention score between nodes as follows:

ei j = a⊤r (i, j)LeakyReLU(W · [hi | |hj ]),

where r (i, j) ∈ {0, 1, 2} denotes the edge type, with a0, a1, a2 =
a0 + a1 as different parameter vectors for follow relations, followed

relations and friend relations respectively. The calculation of nor-

malized score αi j and update equations are the same with Equa-

tion 2 and Equation 3. Given the user feature matrix U, we obtain
Û = {ĥU

1
, ĥU

2
, . . . , ĥUN } after multiple R-GAT layers.

5.4 Post-User Interaction
The interaction between users and posts also provides clues for

veracity detection. For example, there are some abnormal accounts

which might publish hundreds of posts in a news event. These

accounts can be bots who aim to spread the information for certain

purposes, or fact checking accounts who hope to interrupt the

spreading process. Neither post propagation tree modeling nor user

network modeling can capture such patterns. For this sake, we

propose a user-post fusion layer to enrich the representations of

both user and post nodes. We construct a user-post graph according

to users’ behaviors. As illustrated in Figure 6, we assume that the

spreaders of a given post can express a pattern of social effect of

it, and the posts a user spreads describe the characteristics of the

user. Based on this assumption, we calculate the adjacent matrix

ÂU P ∈ RN×M
of the bipartite user-post graph as:

ÂU P = AU P (

dmax∑
d=1

(AP )d ),

where AU P ∈ RN×M
is the adjacent matrix of the is-author graph

GU P
, and AP

is the responding matrix as used in Equation 1. In

order to represent the user-post graph using GNN, we firstly project

their representations into a unified space using two projection

matrices:

HP =WP P̂,HU =WU Û.
Then, we treat the graph as homogeneous graph and obtain H =
Concat(HP ,HU ). The adjacent matrix is defined as:

Ã=

[
A
U PT

0

0 A
U P

]
(4)

We use the standard GATv2 to represent the nodes, and the update

rule in each layer is:

H′ = GATv2(H, Ã) + H.
We obtain H̃ = {h̃P

1
, h̃P

2
, . . . , h̃PM , h̃

U
1
, h̃U

2
, . . . , h̃UN } after the post-

user interaction layers. Then we obtain the final representation of

posts and users as P′ = {hP
1

′
, hP

2

′
, . . . , hPM

′
},U′ = {hU

1

′
, hU

2

′
, . . . , hUN

′
},

with hPi
′
= Concat(̂hPi , h̃

P
i ) and hUi

′
= Concat(̂hUi , h̃

U
i ).

5.5 Aggregation
Given the representation of posts and users: P′ ∈ RM×d

,U′ ∈

RN×d
, we adopt three Global Attention layers [22] to transform

them into two fix-sized vectors respectively. The Global Attention

layer is formulated as:

r =
∑K

k=1
Softmax(f (hk )) ⊙ hk ,

where f : Rd → R is a two-layer MLP. Finally, we obtain the two

pooled vectors p, u, and we concatenate them to obtain the final

representation of i-th news event as z = Concat(p, u).

5.6 Topic-agnostic Fake News Classification
As illustrated in Table 1, the propagation characteristics across dif-

ferent topics vary significantly, we propose an auxiliary adversarial

module and a veracity classifier to learn both class discriminative

and domain invariant node representations. The overall objective

is as follows:

L(Z,YV ,YC ) = LV (Z,YV ) + γLC (Z,YC ). (5)

The γ is the balance parameters. The LV and LC represent the

veracity classifier loss and topic classifier loss, respectively. Z is the

extracted feature matrix of the whole dataset, YV is the veracity

labels and YC is the topic labels. The details are introduced as

follows:

5.6.1 Veracity Classifier Loss. The veracity classifier lossLV (Z,YV )
is to minimize the cross-entropy loss of the veracity classification:

LV (Z,YV ) = −
1

Nt

∑Nt

i=1
yVi log(fV (zi )), (6)

where fV : Rd → R is an MLP classifier, zi is the features of i-th
news event, yVi ∈ {0, 1} is the corresponding veracity label, Nt is

the number of instances in the training set.
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5.6.2 Topic Classifier Loss. The topic classifier loss LC (Z,YC ) en-
forces that the representation after the feature extraction process

of different topics are similar. To achieve this, we learn a topic clas-

sifier fC (Z;θC ) parameterized by θC with an adversarial training

scheme. On the one hand, we wish fV can classify each news event

into the correct veracity label via minimizing Equation 6. On the

other hand, we would like the features from different topics are

similar, so that the topic classifier cannot differentiate the topic of

the news event. In our paper, we use Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL)

[11] for adversarial training. Mathematically, GRL is defined as

Qλ(x) = x with a reversal gradient
∂Qλ (x )

∂x = −λI . θC is optimized

by minimizing the cross-entropy topic classifier loss:

LC (Z,Yt ) = −
1

Nt

∑Nt

i=1
yCi log(fC (zi )), (7)

where yCi denotes the topic label for i-th news event. LV (Z,YV )
and LC (Z,YC ) are jointly optimized via the objective function in

Equation 5, and all parameters are optimized using the standard

backpropagation algorithms.

6 EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Baselines
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model,

we employ the following methods as baselines.

- PPC_RNN+CNN [23]: A fake news detection approach combin-

ing RNN and CNN, which learns the fake news representations

through the characteristics of users in the news propagation path.

- RvNN [25]: A tree-structured recursive neural network with

GRU units that learn the propagation structure.

- Bi-GCN [4]: A GCN-based rumour detection model using bi-

directional GCN to represent the propagation structure.

- PLAN [17]: A post-level attention model that incorporates tree

structure information in the Transformer network.

- FANG [28]: A graphical fake news detection model based on the

interaction between users, news, and sources. We remove the

source network modeling part for fair evaluation.

- RGCN [33]: The relational graph convolutional network keeps

a distinct linear projection weight for each edge type.

- HGT [13]: Heterogeneous Graph Transformer leverages node-

and edge-type dependent parameters to characterize the hetero-

geneous attention over each edge.

- PSIN : Our proposed Post-User Interaction Model.

- PSIN(-T): PSIN without the adversarial topic discriminator. We

compare it with other baselines to demonstrate the superiority

of our network architecture.

6.2 Settings
We implement PPC_RNN+CNN with Keras; RvNN, Bi-GCN, PLAN,

FANG and our method with Pytorch. For PPC_RNN+CNN, RvNN,

Bi-GCN and PLAN, we concatenate post features with correspond-

ing user features to generate the node features to fit their architec-

tures. For RGCN and HGT, we treat posts and users as two groups

of nodes, which is the same with PSIN. We evaluate the methods

in two settings: in-topic Split and out-of-topic Split. In in-topic

split setting, we split the dataset into training set, validation set

and testing set with ratio 6:2:2. We generate the split three times

Table 2: Details of the out-of-topic split
ID Training&Validation set Testing set

1 Politics, Entertainment, Syria War Health, Covid-19

2 Health, Covid-19 Politics, Entertainment, Syria War

3 Politics, Entertainment, Health Covid-19, Sryia War

Table 3: The results of all methods in the in-topic setting.
Methods

Average

AUC F1

SVM 0.7459 0.5210

GRU 0.8539 0.5458

PPC_RNN+CNN 0.8548 0.5419

BiGCN 0.8748 0.5482

PLAN 0.8635 0.5584

FANG 0.8235 0.5084

RGCN 0.8790 0.5930

HGT 0.8856 0.6166

PSIN (-T) 0.9039 0.6213

PSIN 0.9063 0.6267

Table 4: The results of all methods in the out-of-topic setting.

Methods

Average Split 1 Split 2 Split 3

AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1 AUC F1

SVM 0.5593 0.1859 0.5737 0.1920 0.5012 0.1273 0.6031 0.2384

GRU 0.6012 0.2118 0.6150 0.2001 0.5298 0.1678 0.6589 0.2675

PPC_R+C 0.6001 0.1984 0.6151 0.1994 0.5344 0.1382 0.6507 0.2576

BiGCN 0.6087 0.2608 0.6201 0.2302 0.5245 0.2086 0.6815 0.3436

PLAN 0.6013 0.1883 0.6133 0.1923 0.5271 0.0283 0.6635 0.3442

FANG 0.6129 0.2371 0.6229 0.2134 0.5381 0.2029 0.6837 0.2949

RGCN 0.6138 0.1949 0.6194 0.2345 0.5400 0.2001 0.6880 0.1501

HGT 0.6147 0.2424 0.6215 0.2357 0.5372 0.2239 0.6913 0.2677

PSIN (-T) 0.6277 0.2693 0.6391 0.2721 0.5469 0.2459 0.6971 0.2898

PSIN 0.6367 0.3094 0.6571 0.2722 0.5480 0.2432 0.7051 0.4120

for more stable results. In out-of-topic split setting, we split the

dataset according to topics as illustrated in Table 2, we split the

data in training&validation set with ratio 8:2 to construct training

set and validation set. Since the labels in the dataset is unbalanced,

We adopt the widely-used AUC [9] and F1 Score as the evalua-

tion metric for evaluation. We limit the number of posts of each

event to 2000, the optimizer is Adam with learning rate selected

from {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}, the batch size is set to 32, the dimension

of word embedding and hidden size of network is set to 100, the

dropout rate is select from 0.1 to 0.9, the number of neural network

layers for each part is selected from {2, 3, 4}, γ is selected from

{0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0} and λ is select from {0.01, 0.1, 1.0}.

6.3 Overall Performance
Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of the proposed method and

all the compared methods in in-topic setting and out-of-topic set-

ting. From the results, we can make the following observations: (1)

The results of all models on out-of-topic split mode are obviously

inferior to that of in-topic split, demonstrating that the distribution

shift issue makes the detection of newly-emerged news challeng-

ing. (2) Deep learning methods perform significantly better than

SVM with hand-crafted features. It is reasonable as deep learning

methods are capable to learn high-level representations of news

stories to capture valid features. (3) Bi-GCN and PLAN have bet-

ter performance than GRU and PPC_RNN+CNN in both settings.

This is because GRU and PPC_RNN+CNN only utilize sequential

information, while Bi-GCN and PLAN make use of propagation

structure. (4) FANG has obviously worse performance than Bi-GCN

and PLAN in the in-topic split setting, which is because it does

not effectively utilize the post content and structures. However,

this observation is the opposite in out-of-topic settings, which im-

plies that post tree modeling methods are more likely to overfit
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Figure 7: The performance of PSIN and its variants. Left: in-
topic performance; Right: out-of-topic performance.
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Figure 8: Results of Early Detection

the training data, and thus impair their generalization capability

to events of new topics. (5) RGCN and HGT based on the post-

user heterogeneous graph have better performance than previous

methods, which demonstrates the importance of jointly consider-

ing posts and users. (5) We can observe that our proposed PSIN(-T)

and PSIN achieve state-of-the-art performance on both settings.

Our model jointly model post-post, user-post and user-user graphs

based on their own intrinsic properties and fuse them effectively,

strengthening the capability of feature representation. Note that

PSIN outperforms PSIN(-T) in both settings, and the gap is more

salient in out-of-topic settings, showing that the adversarial topic

classifier mitigates the overfitting issue and enables our model to

learn more generalizable features for veracity detection.

6.4 Ablation Study
In order to analyze the contribution of each component of PSIN,

we compare the proposed approach with the variants of PSIN. The

empirical results of the model variants in terms of AUC on both

settings are summarized in Figure 7. (-G) denotes our model with

the gated mechanism for text feature extractor. (-A) represents our

model without the edge augmentation techniques in both post net-

work and post-user network. (-C) represents our model without the

post-user Interaction network. (-T) represents our model without

the adversarial topic classifier. We can observe that in both settings,

the performance of PSIN decreases without any one of the four

parts, which indicates that they are all vital to PSIN. Thirdly, the

performance of -T decreases most in out-of-topic setting, which

indicate that the adversarial topic classifier is indispensable when

detecting news from new topics.

6.5 Early Detection
Early detection performance is another importantmetric to evaluate

the method, which aims to detect fake news at the early stage of

propagation. We set up a series of detection deadlines and only

utilize the posts released before the deadlines with induced user

networks to evaluate the performance of PSIN and other baselines.

real
fake

(a) PSIN(-T)

real
fake

(b) PSIN

Figure 9: Visualization of learned feature representations of
news events on the testing data.

Figure 8 shows the performances of our PSIN method versus Bi-

GCN and PLAN at various deadlines in the two settings. One can

observe that the proposed PSIN method achieves relatively high

AUC at a very early stage. Additionally, its performance is stably

superior to other models at all deadlines, which demonstrates the

advantages of making use of both post and user structures.

6.6 Visualization of Effects of the Adversarial
Topic Discriminator

To further analyze the effectiveness of the adversarial topic discrim-

inator, we qualitatively visualize the final features learned by the

feature extractor of PSIN on the testing set with tSNE [40] shown

in Figure 9. The label for each event is real or fake. From Figure

9(a), we can observe that for the approach PSIN-T, it can learn

distinguishable features, but the learned features are still twisted

together. In contrast, the feature representations learned by the

proposed model PSIN are more discriminative, and there are larger

segregated areas among samples with different labels shown in

Figure 9(b). This is because in the training stage, the adversarial

topic discriminator attempts to suppress the dependencies between

feature representations and specific topics.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we firstly curate a new fake news detection dataset

with multiple topics, spreading posts, users and their social rela-

tions, to facilitate further research in this field. Secondly, we formu-

late social context based fake news detection as a heterogeneous

graph classification problem, and propose a novel Post-User Interac-

tion Network (PSIN) to jointly model the heterogeneous post-user

graph. Additionally, we also use an adversarial topic discriminator

to enforce the model to learn topic-agnostic features, in order to im-

prove its generalizability to newly-emerged incidents. Experiments

in both in-topic and out-of-topic settings show that our approach

outperforms all state-of-the-art baselines significantly.
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A DATA CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we introduce the dataset construction process. We

elaborate how we collect news contents with reliable ground truth

labels, how we obtain additional social context and induced social

graph.

A.1 News with ground truth
We collect fake news with ground truth labels from 7 existing

datasets: FakeNewsNet [36], FakeHealth [8],FA-KES [32], Fake-

Covid [34], MM-COVID [21], COAID [7] and CFND [2]. We ran-

domly sample real news from the all-the-news corpus
4
and a Covid-

19 news corpus[14], which contain news collected from credible

sources. We use the most frequent keywords in the collect fake

news to retrieve real news of similar topics from this corpus. Sim-

ilar to previous work, we choose to use the news title to retrieve

related social context, so the titles should be informative enough to

represent the contents of the news, and should not be too general.

Therefore, we filter news whose titles are too short and do not

express a specific event. For example, we would filter news with

titles like "U.S. Imports & Exports" or "The early catastrophe".

A.2 Social Context Retrieval
We retrieve the social context of the source news from the Twitter,

which is one of the most popular social media platform. Twitter

provides several APIs to collect tweets and user engagement. We

adopted Twitter’s Academic Search API
5
, which provides full-

archive access to all historical data, to search tweets that directly

post the news. Following [8], we used the titles as queries to search

tweets. Then, we removemeaningless stopwords and special tokens

in the title to generate more general queries to search tweets. We

filter tweets which contains overlapped words fewer than 5 with

the original queries. Finally, we search tweets with the URLs of

news if available. Note that we filter the URLs who refers to the

fact checking articles instead of source news, which is a common

noise in several datasets (i.e., FakeNewsNet, COAID, etc.). With

the three search strategies, we obtained 2,150,000 tweets in total.

After obtaining the directly posted tweets, we further scraped the

retweets and replies. We limit the maximum number of replies for

a tweet as 5000 for efficiency. We construct the propagation tree

structures of each news based on the retweet relations and replying

relations. Note that each news could associate several propagation

trees.

A.3 User Social Network Construction
After we acquire all the tweets related to the news, we use a user

crawler to obtain all involved users who tweet, retweet and reply

in these tweets. Different from previous works [2, 7, 36], we further

retrieve the users followings list and followers list to construct a

large user social network, which is a induced graph of Twitter users’

social relation graph. Due to the rate limits of Twitter APIs, we

limit the user numbers in both followings list and followers list as

5000 for efficiency.

4
https://components.one/datasets/all-the-news-2-news-articles-dataset/

5
https://developer.twitter.com/en/products/twitter-api/academic-research

Table 5: The average sentiment scores of both real news and
fake news

Compound Negative Neutral Positive

Real 0.080 0.079 0.771 0.150

Fake 0.065 0.092 0.776 0.122

B DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform an exploratory study of posts, user

profiles, network structures.

B.1 An Overview of Text Contents
In order to analyze the topic distribution of social context of fake

and real news. We construct word cloud figure to visualize it. From

Figures 10(a) and 10(b), we can observe that the general topics of

them are similar, covering topics of politics, entertainment, health,

coronavirus and Syria wars. Furthermore, we also visualize the

word distribution in user descriptions. As illustrated in Figure 11(a)

and 11(b), we have that user description usually express a user’s

appetite for news and political preference, which are useful to

describe the social context of news.

(a) Real (b) Fake

Figure 10: The word cloud of post texts for real and fake
news

(a) Real (b) Fake

Figure 11: The word cloud of user descriptions for real and
fake news

B.2 Post and Response
Users express their opinions or emotions towards fake news through

social media posts, such as sensational reactions or skeptical opin-

ions, which are crucial signals to assess news credibility in general.

To obtain statistical information from these, we perform sentiment

analysis on replies to reveal the difference on sentiment polarity
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between fake and real news. We adopt the widely-used model for

social media text sentiment analysis, i.e., VADER [15]. The polarity

scores contains four parts: compound score, negative score, neu-

tral score and positive socre. The compound score is computed by

summing the valence scores of each word in the lexicon, adjusted

according to the rules, and then normalized to be between -1 (most

extreme negative) and +1 (most extreme positive). The negative,

neutral and positive scores are ratios for proportions of text that

fall in each category. Table 5 lists the average polarity scores of

the replies. As expected, the compound scores of real news are

significant higher than fake one. Besides, the negative scores of

real news are significantly less. This implies that replies provides

import information for identifying fake news.

18%

81%

Users involved in fake news
bot user
real user

7%

92%

Users involved in real news
bot user
real user

Figure 12: Bot scores on users related to fake news and real
news.

B.3 User Credibility
Users profiles on social media are found to be correlated with fake

news detection. [1, 38]. Abbasi et al. [1] shows that users with low

credibility tends to spread misinformation. Besides, Research has

shown that fake contents are more likely to be created and spread

by non-human accounts, such as social bots or cyborgs. First, we

explore whether the verified proportion of user accounts for fake

news and true news are different or not. Specifically, we compare

users who have engaged in over three real news and have never

engaged in fake news, with users who have engaged in fake news,

on the proportion of verified. We obtain 3.08% and 2.43% for the

two group respectively, showing that the user accounts of fake

news are more likely to be unverified. Secondly, we contrast fake

news and real news in the bot-likelihood scores of involved users.

We randomly sample 10000 users who are only involved in fake

news and 10000 users who are only involved with real news. We

obtain the bot-likelihoods of the users through the BotoMeter API

6
, which is a commercial bots detection tools based on the features

of network, user, followers, followings, content, sentiment and so

on. We set the threshold of 0.5 on the bot score from the Botometer

results to assign bot labels. Figure 12 show the ratio of the bot and

real users involved in tweets related to fake and real news. We can

see that bots are more likely to engage in fake news than real users,

which is consistent with the observation in [8, 35, 36].

B.4 User Network
Users tend to form different network patterns on social media in

terms of topics, interests and friendships, which comprise of the

fundamental paths for information diffusion [37]. The different

6
https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/
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Figure 13: Average number of followers and followings for
users who are involved in real news and fake news respec-
tively.

Table 6: Detailed meta features of post and user nodes

Node type Meta features Example

Post

Post type 0/1/2
∗

Retweet Count 10

Reply Count 10

Like Count 10

Quote Count 10

Created time 1501143981

Sentiment Score 0.8

User

is_verified 1

Following Count 100

Followers Count 1000

Tweet Count 1000

List Count 10

Account created time 1458483921

Description length 20

∗
0 denotes tweet, 1 denotes retweet, 2 denotes reply.

propagation patterns between fake news and real news highlights

the importance of utilizing network-based features. We compare

the average followers and followings for users who have engaged

in fake news and only engaged in real news. Moreover, we also

compare the same statistics based on our induced user graph, which

our models are based on. As we can see in Figure 13, in both real

social graph and induced graph, the numbers of both followers and

followings for fake news involved users are significantly larger than

that of users only spread real users. This observation demonstrates

the importance of making use of user network features.
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